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Blenheim, 1704: SHS Series - Volume I

Excellent punched copy, counters are bagged/sorted, minor ware to the box. A tactical level two player game covering one of the pivotal battles
during the War of Spanish Succession.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Price £43.95

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerLEGION WARGAMES LLC

Description
Excellent punched copy, counters are bagged/sorted, minor ware to the box.

The Battle of Blenheim is a tactical level two player game covering one of the pivotal battles during the War of Spanish Succession. One player takes the role of Marlborough, commanding the British and Allied forces, and the other of Tallard, leading the Franco-Bavarians. At Blenheim Marlborough found himself confronted by a superior Franco-Bavarian force in a strong
defensive position. Like Hannibal's great victory at Cannae, Blenheim was won by the successful implementation of a bold and imaginative plan. The flanks of the Franco-Bavarian forces were pinned by furious attacks at unfavorable odds which denuded their centre of troops re-deployed to buttress the hard-pressed wings. Then Marlborough released his cavalry to smash what
was left of Franco-Bavarian centre and cleave Tallard's army into two. The threat that Louis XIV's France would come to dominate Europe was over.

The Seven Hex System (SHS) derives its name from the map which is divided into areas comprising of seven hexes which enables the player to
adopt various positions within an area to reflect different tactical formations thereby making it more likely that an attack will succeed or
defending units will stand firm. The SHS incorporates several unique features intended to replicate in a simple and intuitive way the options
available to a commander (the wargamer) of a large army. So whilst the commander has complete freedom to devise a plan, and a good deal
when positioning units which have yet to encounter the enemy, once battle is joined the options become increasingly limited and unforeseen
events can play a part in determining the outcome. Nonetheless, even at a tactical level a commander's decisions are crucial in shaping
events. The key to success is a sound plan with a margin for error which allows for ill-fortune, the shrewd deployment of units so as to be able to
implement that plan, and the timely commitment of reserves.
Game Contents:
Game Map: 1 ea. 22" x 34"
Game Counters: 176 each - .6" units/markers
Rules Book: 16 pages
Player Aids: 2 ea. 8 1/2" x 11"
Scenarios: One - entire battle
Game Details:
Map Scale: 500 meters per area
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Unit Size: Reg. / Battalion / Squadron
Time Scale: 20 minutes per turn
Players: 1-2
Complexity: Medium
Solitaire: Med-High
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